
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 

 

1) How can I get the TH code of a place? 

Ans:Install and open the getme-thcode APP and touch a place of your interest. Our APP provides not 

only the 8 digit alphanumeric code but also the well knownLatitudes and Longitude of that location. 

2) How can I find the TH-code for my present location easily? 

Ans: Simple. Just open the Getme-thcode app and your present location is shown with a blue dot if 

your GPS is ‘ON’ on your mobile phone. Expand the map as much as you can for more accuracy and 

touch the blue dot. The TH code of your location will be displayed in the APP. 

3) How to navigate from my place to the place of my interest? 

Ans: After touching the place of your interest a red drop symbol appears. Touch that red symbol 

once. Google navigation symbol appears at the bottom of the screen. By touching this Google 

navigation icon, Google map opens up automatically and provides you the direction from your place 

to your place of interest. 

4) What is the accuracy of the location using TH code? 

Ans: About 1 meter accuracy. 

5) GPS signals at some places are weak and error could be about 100m in some cases. Whether 

TH code also has problems like this at these places? 

Ans: No. We don’t depend on the GPS signals for getting the TH code. But internet is required. 

Accordingly, our Code is accurate to 1 meter even though there is poor or no GPS signals. 

6) Do we  require GPS signals for the APP? 

Ans: No GPS signal required to get the code. But for navigation to move from place to place both 

GPS and Internet service are required because our navigation is integrated with Google map. 

7) How can I get codes of all buildings of my organization/institute as I want to digitize my 

organize/institute campus as it is distributed at far of locations in our campus. I want to help 

all my employees/ students/faculty to navigate to various locations freely without any 

enquiry? 

Ans: Simple. You prepare a list of places and their codes by identifying the exact location through 

app.  By touching the location of interest, you will get the code for that location. Use copy and paste  

in the excel sheet. Then you can share this excel sheet to all those interested. They can  store the 

information of location (Eg.LOC-Admin building, LOC-Library etc.) under names in the contact 

listsimilar to storing persons phone number and the code can be stored in any other field other than 



phone number. This way, any one can copy the code of that location and paste it in our app and 

navigate easily. 

8) How TH-code is better than PIN codes, ZIP codes available and being practiced? 

Ans: The well-known 6 or 7 digit Pin codes or zip codes presently being practiced in the world 

represent a vast area. Our code represent about 1 square meter area.  

9) How TH-code can be useful in postal and courier sectors? 

Ans: The present system of long addresses uses Pin codes and zip codes. If TH-codes practices, one 

can change over from writing addresses to just two lines, namely the persons name and TH-code for 

any location in the world. The address does not require, street name, land mark information, state 

or county name, district name, mandal name, taluq name, village name etc. etc.. which may soon 

become obsolete. 

10) Any other useful sector where TH-code can be helpful? 

Ans:There are many areas and sectors the code can be useful and helpful. For more details one can 

see the website www.getme-thcode.com 

 

http://www.getme-thcode.com/

